FROM ASHES BETA RULES 0.0.7
Acquisition Roster

The Verse Dominion
Humanity has pushed out into the stars. Earth and its governing arm the League of Solar Nations,
rule over this vast network of colonies and worlds. A rebellion leads to a devastating yet short
lived civil conflict known as the Severance War, consequently exhausting both sides and ultimately
leads to the demise of the LSN's influence across its domain. Each world is now alone in the void,
fending for itself amongst the chaos and turmoil.
One corner of humanity’s reach, known as the Damnya Sector, has seen some of the worst of what
man does to man in times of desperation. Several new proto-nations, branded the ‘Primary Powers’,
have arisen from the ashes and are now pushing outwards into the void. The neutral worlds,
collectively known as the Grey Zone, have become battlegrounds for these fledgling empires. Each
is now expanding their influence beyond their borders to forge their own legacy in the stars.
The Verse Dominion is an theocratic empire consisting of many smaller kingdoms with a shared, if
not differently interpreted, religious belief. Each has their own tribal system, and differences
regularly cause bloodshed between these groups. On occasion they put aside their animosity and
join forces when they encounter a greater threat, or alternatively desire to expand their realms
further into the Grey Zone. The people who would later become the Verse Dominion were largely
drawn from migrant workers from earth centuries before. They were looking for simple, honest
work in the edge of mankind’s reach, often finding themselves in the mines and industrial sites
across Damnya. Far from central oversight, many were exploited, abused and even subjected to
terrible experimentation by their masters - the Frontier Guild - and became little more than
downtrodden slaves. The Severance War provided an opportunity for these wretched communities
to break their bonds before overwhelming the masters, bringing a new dawn to a once shackled
people. United under a common cause, they now crusade across the Damnya Sector bringing their
ways to the 'unwashed masses'....whether they like it or not.
Faction Info
Faction Name Verse Dominion
Primary World Argued by many to be Lykash, but constantly shifts between whichever faction is
currently dominating in either military or political spheres of influence.
Secondary Worlds Sothis, Cicero, Spire, Carnis. Religious proselytization missions have
considerably increased their influence across multiple worlds within the Grey Zone.
Approximate total population across all worlds 9 Billion.
Approximate military manpower Exact figures unknown due to reliance on a force consisting
largely of irregular troops, local militia and paramilitary groups. Estimated around the billion
mark, expanding to vastly more when taking reservists into account. Depends on individual factions
and their respective technological level, population, access to weaponry, etc.
Main economy mining and recycling, tourism from religious pilgrimages and absorbing whatever
they have taken from others during their ‘crusades’. They mine a variety of ores and minerals, but
one in particular has been utilised for military purposes. Xybronite, aka Stormsand, has some
unique properties which is used to power certain weapon system, engine enhancements or used in
the manufacture of armour plating on vehicles.
Relative Technological level Low tech, reverse engineered industrial equipment combined with adhoc gear built from old Frontier Guild stores and whatever they plunder from their foes.
Governing style Authoritarian theocracy.
Settlement Morphology Tend to vary dependant on the influence of the Frontier Guild, as much of
their infrastructure forms the basis for the Verse Dominion. This is typically industrial or mining
in nature, but due to lack of technological capability and skill, is often supplemented by scavenged
materials. This gives Verse Dominion towns and cities a rather ‘junkyard’ look, but ultimately
functions to the local populaces’ needs. This also creates a unique individuality to each such
settlement, rather than prefabricated in factories elsewhere. In addition, influences from many of
Earth’s old religions can be identified based on the local cultural ancestral backdrop. Habitation
areas tend to be poverty-stricken favelas and shanty towns, depending on the status of the local
tribal heads. A disproportionate amount of resources are commandeered to help in the
construction of religious institutions, with many looking like baroque temples from another age.
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ORIGINS OF THE VERSE DOMINION

The Verse Dominion Religion
The Verse Dominion state religion, known as Versism, is actually an
amalgamation born from multiple belief systems. Despite its
relatively novel status, it has spread wherever the Verse
Dominion’s influence is found. This dispersion has been shaped by
and combined with local traditions, consequently resulting is
several variations. Ultimately they all share enough commonalties
and central themes to consider it a singular belief system.
Versism revolves around a core tenet which states that the
universe, or ‘Verse’, has an all-guiding awareness or spirit. All
biological entities within it, including humans, are part of an
interlocking plan as per the Verse’s will. Key principles of Versism
declare that self-aware beings need to adhere to certain
behaviours or else the plan will not come to fruition. Beings who
have in their lifetimes correctly observed this code, will be
rewarded in a blissful metaphysical afterlife, whereas others are
left to be consumed with the eventual natural destruction of the
materialistic universe.
Certain negative behaviours, or 'sins', prevent this cosmic plan
from succeeding and lead to dire real-world consequences and
natural disasters. Odd happenings and misfortunes are believed to
be the direct result of such deleterious actions. It is thought, by
Versism scholars, that events ranging from the day-to-day upsets,
such as those typically ascribed to as 'bad luck' and all the way up
to cosmic level events such as the appearance of black holes or
destructive super novae, are the result of collective peoples
ignoring the Verse’s will. Initially the more grandiose side of this
belief held little sway, but the news of a Frontier Guild colony
being destroyed when its host star, without warning, suddenly
imploded, caused the belief to gain traction. Loud religious voices
claimed the supposed cause was the fact that the colony's
inhabitants lacked crucial faith and ignored the Verse's divine will.
The people of the Verse Dominion in their day-to-day activities
tend to believe in a ‘everything happens for a reason’ philosophy,
with positive and negative events being ultimately the will of the
Verse itself. It has often provided peace and solace to the faithful,
particularly in these difficult times. The Verse’s overall will is
generally interpreted by the religious authorities, who have the
political and clerical support of the Dominion’s ruling tribal
leaders. As any contradiction to these ideas is essentially a
challenge to the legitimacy of these leaders, any questioning is
seen as a potential existential threat.
There are times when individuals challenge these notions but such
ideas are generally dismissed. In extreme cases they are met with
outright aggression and hostility. Apostates are regularly vilified
for their position and depending on the puritanical nature of the
local tribal heads, may be chastised or even executed. Such events
are typically held in public for the locals to witness, all with the
intention of preventing any further spread of such attitudes. An
all-seeing eye motif adorns the iconography and clothing of
important clerical individuals as a reminder that the Verse, and by
extension the clerics themselves, are always watching. To many this
means protection whereas to others - domination.
Versism and its doctrinal ideas are stored within a sacred
religious text known as the Versiak. Held in deep reverence by the
followers of Versisim, it is seen a core guidebook on how to live
life according to the will of the Verse and so avoid harm and
ensure prosperity for all. Typically, readings will take place in the
various worship sites dotted throughout the Verse Dominion.
Prayers will be offered up to the Verse and are usually led by a
clerical minister, with key parts of the prayers echoed from the
congregation. Such declarations and utterances include ‘Verse
wills it’, ‘Verse through Me’ and ‘Verse take me’.
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VERSE DOMINION
MILITARY DOCTRINE AND GOALS

Xybronite aka Stormsand
Early in the Frontier Guild’s exploration of Lykash and
Sothis, an unusual mineral was discovered deep within
the planet’s crust. Further exploration and extraction
of this ore had deemed it extremely valuable on the
markets throughout the LSN.
Named Xybronite, the Frontier Guild placed extreme
importance on its extraction and prioritised its
processing over other ores. Some would even say the
entire genetic engineering project was created with this
in mind, what with Xybronite being extremely hardy and
difficult to mine. The Verse Dominion, what with its
foundations based largely on mining operations, have
expectantly become extremely proficient at harvesting
ores and other minerals wherever they set foot. Since
then, the Verse Dominion have continued pulling this
material from deep underground, and would often use
indentured slaves shipped from off-world captured in
one of their conquests. There are those, perhaps more
kindly voices within the Verse Dominion, who see this
practise as barbaric, making them little more than
hypocrites, as new enslavers despite their struggle for
their own freedom years before.
What the Verse Dominion have learnt from the Frontier
Guild was the potential in the Xybronite ore. When
refined, it was known as Stormsand, and has many unique
properties. In particular, when mixed with specific metals
it creates an extremely strong and robust alloy. This
alone made it valuable in military applications. Armour
plates for vehicles would be upgraded with the material,
improving their survivability significantly, with little
increase in weight or power requirements.
Despite all this, Xybronite is extremely rare, even on
Lykash where it is most commonly found. It is generally
diluted into small enough quantities to be used across
the seemingly endless Verse Dominion vehicle fleets.
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PLANETS OF THE VERSE DOMINION
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Building an Army
When you build your army, it is important that it is organised in such a way to ensure it works correctly with
the main From Ashes rules. Each 'side' is called a Force, and each Force consists of one or more Detachments
and the Squads under its command. When you build your Verse Dominion Force to the agreed Requisition
value, or Req, it needs to comply with the following
1.

At least one Detachment. You may choose to specialise your Detachment to receive a Doctrine as a result
of extended training regimes on one of the Verse Dominion worlds at a cost of 25 Req. Each Detachment
can only receive the benefits of one Doctrine, so you could not, for example, spend 50 Req to combine the
effects from two.

Verse Dominion Doctrines
Lykash Improved Stormsand Alloy Reroll Skimmer Plate rolls of a 1 or 2.
Sothis Pious Devotees Sothis Ringleader Units and Reaver Archons increase their Zealot range to 8”.
Cicero Indoctrinated Training Cicero Squads with a Discipline value of 7+ count as 6+ instead.
Spire Advanced Shock Tech Spire Shock Weapons can reroll the Damage value generating dice.
In addition, Spire Vehicle Units reroll Storm Damage rolls of a 1-2. .

Carnis Aggressive Vhokys Formula When Carnis Squads with Vhokys Augmentation carry out a
Storm Move (after Reactions), they can declare they are using their Aggressive Vhokys Formula.
If they do so, reroll all Storm Damage rolls of a 1-4, but if any after this reroll end up being a 1,
that Squad loses an equal number of HPs to the Unit closest to the enemy. In addition, when a Carnis
vehicle uses its Boosters Ability, place a Smoke Marker within 1” after it has moved.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Each Detachment must have an associated Leader, that is, a Unit with the Leader Ability. In the case of the
Verse Dominion, this currently includes Ringleader Command Units, Rhino Dominus and Reaver Archons.
There must be at least two other Squads of the same type (Infantry, Vehicle, Walker, Flyer) as this Leader.
Once the above requisites are met, you can choose a number of additional Squads equal to your
Detachment Leader’s Discipline subtracted from ten, of whatever Type from the following pages.
You may create further Detachments for your force, following the process above as long as the
combined Req value for all your Detachments does not exceed the agreed Force Req value.
That's it! You're done and ready to get on with your game of From Ashes.
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Verse dominion
Ringleader Command unit
Unlike many organised militaries which rely upon a
formal leadership system, the Verse Dominion command
structure is largely based on tribal ranks. Verse
Dominion commanders, or Ringleaders, often use
physical force just as much as perhaps heroics or
respect to influence their underlings on the battlefield.
Such brutishness does have its merits, as unlike other
leaders who may ‘lead from the rear’ in the safety of a
friendly dugout or bunker, Ringleaders tend to join
their comrades where the fighting’s thickest. They
frequently carry suitable weapons for such close
encounters, with most typically using oversized
shotguns. These are often produced to the Ringleader’s
own specifications - usually meaning 'bigger is better'.

There is still some semblance of hierarchy within the
Verse Dominion hordes, however, as Ringleaders will
always be accompanied by a member of the religious authorities. Typically a Preacher, these individuals wear
armour designed to inspire fear in those around them, friend or foe. They remind nearby allies of the rewards
that await them if they are victorious, and what fate awaits them if they are not...

Squad composition - 20 Req per Squad

• 1 Ringleader Command Unit with Shotguns and Incendiary Grenades.

-Grenades (Incendiary)
-Vhokys Augmentation
-Leader
-Zealot
-Brute
-Pyromaniac

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

5+
2

10+
0

N/A

N/A

-Scatter Shot Ignores Terrain Negative Rerolls and Terrain Protection Bonuses.
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Verse dominion
Reaver Archon
As the members of the Verse Dominion religious
authorities rise through the clerical ranks, they
typically tend to move away from the frontlines as their
age dictates what they can and cannot do. Some, however,
are determined to lead their flock, and instead insist
upon riding to battle on the back of a Reaver buggy
where they can share their truth with the unwashed
masses. Such individuals, known as Archons, have learnt
not only the power of inspiring others directly in the
face of the enemy, but also the power in putting their
years of battlefield experience to good use. That's not to
say that the Archon would put themselves unnecessarily
directly in harm's way, but instead rely upon the legion
of adoring fans they've built up over the years to
protect them at all costs, often throwing themselves
upon the outside of the Reaver's hull on the hope of
protecting them from harm.

Squad composition - 50 Req per Squad
• 1 Reaver Archon Unit armed with a Shotgun.

•
-Leader
-Zealot
-Armoured
-Boosters
-Agile
-All-Terrain Vehicle
-Skimmer Plate
-Mobile Altar
-Protect me you fools!

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

5+
2

10+
0

N/A

N/A

-Scatter Shot Ignores Terrain Negative Rerolls and Terrain Protection Bonuses.
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Verse dominion
rhino Dominus
One distinct characteristic of tribal based cultures like
the Verse Dominion is the allocation, or perhaps misallocation of resources. This often results in more
advanced technology and weapons being given, or simply
taken, by those in power. Ringleaders epitomise this
practice, and those who have learnt to dominate others and
quickly gathering together the best equipment they can.
Armoured vehicles, like the Rhino, were obviously a mark of
power depending on how many the warchief in question had,
with some leading divisions of the powerful tanks mounted
in their own personalised vehicle. These dominating
individuals often rule over several tribes, lording it over
other Ringleaders on the battlefield from within a Rhino
Assault Tank. They also typically 'commandeer' access to
new weapons and upgrades, and the Rhino Dominus variant
appears to be the first such vehicle upgraded with a Shock
Cannon - an upsized version of the Shock Rifle carried by
the Gorath Heavy Infantry, further a mark of status over
the minions under his command.

Squad composition - 115 Req per Squad

• 1 Rhino Dominus Unit with a Shock Cannon, a Pintle HMG, and a Heavy Rocket.

-Leader
-Armoured
-Grenades (Incendiary)
-Brute
-Boosters
-Heavy Skimmer Plate
-Track Pods
-Pyromaniac
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Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

6+
3

8+
2

10+
2

11+
2

-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule.
-Free Command: Defence weapon Once per turn, this Unit can carry out an Engage Overwatch but only with
this weapon and can only target Flyers within 16” or any other Units within 8”.

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

8+
2D4

8+
2D4

9+
2D4

11+
2D4

-Charge Up! Before choosing a Target roll 2D4 for this weapon’s Damage value for this Command.
-Massive Blast Do not generate Blast Markers in the usual way. Instead, each successful hit becomes three
hits and three Blast Markers.
-Shock Discharge After resolving Damage but before Reaction, roll 3 D12s. If one or more score 10+, place
an extra Blast Marker, the Target Squad loses a single HP (in addition to any others) and a single unused
Command becomes Unique until the end of the turn (if they have any available).
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

8+
D4+4

9+
D4+4

10+
D4+4

11+
D4+4

-Smoke Blast For each successful hit, place a Smoke Marker in addition to any Blast Markers generated.
-Erratic Warhead After rolling Accuracy rolls, roll a D4 and add 4. This is the Damage value for this
weapon this Command.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Slow Reload One use per Turn.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
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Verse dominion
Vanguard infantry cohort
The Vanguard are the primary shock-assault infantry
used by the Verse Dominion military, if it can be
described as such. Drawn from the vast legions of
individuals fighting for one of the various warlords
jostling for power, they are often called upon to
plunder worlds beyond their borders. Unlike the
pristine uniformed infantry squads of other factions,
the Vanguard band together into mob-like hordes where
they rely upon strength of numbers and sheer savagery
to best their foe.
Their weaponry comes from a variety of sources; from
the many black market bazaars dotting the Verse
Dominion, to those taken from foes defeated in battle.
Usually these are rifles and submachine guns of varying
types, supported by RPGS for dealing with armour. When
they get close, they use simple, but arguably effective,
Incendiary Grenades.
Like most individuals born within the Verse Dominion, members of the Vanguard wear respirators designed to
administer the Vhokys drug. Vhokys enables the user to ignore the most heinous of wounds and at the same time
increasing their aggression, making Vanguard Cohorts ideal for storming enemy positions.

Squad composition - 58 Req per Squad
• 4 Vanguard Riflemen Units with Firearms and Incendiary Grenades.
• 2 Vanguard Rocket Troopers with RPGs and Incendiary Grenades.
• OPTIONAL May add up to four additional Vanguard Riflemen Units @ 10 Req each and up to two Rocket Troopers Units @ 9
Req each.

(Both)

-Grenades (Incendiary)
-Vhokys Augmentation

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

8+
1

10+
0

11+
0

12+
0

-Rapid Fire This weapon ignores the Aerial Target rule. In addition, before rolling any attacks this Squad can choose to
reroll failed Accuracy rolls but must reroll successful Damage rolls with this weapon.
-Unique Command: Assault Move This Squad may move up to half its Movement value (rounding up), then immediately carry
out an Engage Command with any Assault Move weapons it has, again halving their Attacks value (rounding up). Place a
Storm Command dice instead of Unique.

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

9+
D4+2

10+
D4+2

12+
D4+2

12+
D4+2

-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-Erratic Warheads After rolling Accuracy tests, roll a D4 and add 2 for this Squad’s RPGs Damage value this Command.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
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Verse dominion
Goraths
The patchwork of people who would later become the
Verse Dominion were subjected to all manner of genetic
ordeal at the hands of the Frontier Guild. The outcome of
these 'experiments' generally ended in tragedy for the poor
unfortunate souls, but some did result in new viable
adaptations. Tantamount to entirely new species, or
'breeds' of human capable of extraordinarily physical
feats, their abilities were exploited by their masters to
produce higher yields in the mines and industrial sites.
One particular breed were oversized muscle-bound giants
known as Goraths. These wretched beings could wield
heavier and more potent tools than the average human,
enabling them to smash rock and substrate more
efficiently than their regular kin. With a significantly
lower average intelligence, Goraths were quickly
manipulated to be little more than beasts of burden.
After the Severance War, the Verse Dominion saw the Goraths as blessed individuals, marked for special status
within the new theocracy. However, little has truly changed other than who is holding the reins, as they are
still generally used for menial duties requiring brawn over brains. One particularly efficient use is as part of
the Verse Dominion's expansion into the Grey Zone, where their natural strength enables them to wield
powerful weapons. Equipped with a modified version of the shock tools they originally used to obliterate the
hardened rock, they can take on vehicle and infantry alike with equally devastating results. Their limbs are
wrapped in crudely fashioned Skimmer Plate to protect them further from attack which when combined with the
Vhokys drugs, means they can endure terrible injury and yet still fight on. The enemy shudder in panic when the
Goraths power-up their strange energy weapons and unleash bolts of crackling yellow lightning across the
battlefield, stunning their prey before closing in for the inevitable kill.

Squad composition - 80 Req per Squad
• 3 Gorath Units with Heavy Shock Rifles.

-Armoured
-Vhokys Augmentation and Skimmer Plate
-Brute

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

8+
D4

9+
D4

10+
D4

11+
D4

-Charge Up! Before choosing a Target roll a single D4 for this Squad’s Heavy Shock Rifle Damage value for this Command.
-Small Blast Attacks from this weapon generate a Blast Marker for every two hits scored instead of the usual three.
-Shock Discharge After resolving Damage but before Reaction, roll a number of D12s equal to the number of Hits scored
on the Target Squad. If one or more score 10+, place an extra Blast Marker, the Target Squad loses a single HP (in addition
to any others) and a single unused Command becomes Unique until the end of the turn (if they have any available).
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Verse dominion
Reaver attack buggy
The Reaver Attack Buggy is a prime example of how the
Verse Dominion have successfully repurposed nonmilitary vehicles for military use. The Reaver is a simple
yet rugged fast moving utility buggy designed to navigate
the difficult terrain ubiquitous to the mining sites
typically encountered on Verse Dominion worlds.
Being lightweight, requiring little maintenance and
possessing a versatile all-terrain ability, Reavers have
proven themselves extremely valuable out in the Grey.
On the battlefield, they fulfil a multitude of roles for
the forces of the Verse Dominion. One of the more
common uses is to employ them as scouts, to roam far
ahead of the main army and identify routes of attack.

Reavers are typically armed with a pintle mounted
gatling gun ideal for engaging enemy infantry or even
low flying aircraft. The weapon’s extraordinary rate of fire is further augmented by the use of powerful
incendiary rounds, increasing the weapon's lethality against virtually any and all targets. Another variant is
dedicated to the anti-tank role, where the Gatling gun has been replaced with a wire-guided rocket system.
Often this variant conceals itself in cover before launching an attack on an unsuspecting enemy vehicle.

Squad composition - 30 Req per Squad
• 1 Reaver Attack Buggy Unit with either a Pintle Gatling Gun or Rocket Launcher.
• OPTIONAL May add an additional Reaver Attack Buggy unit @ 30 Req per Unit.

-Armoured
-Boosters
-Recon
-Agile
-All-Terrain Vehicle
-Skimmer Plate

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

7+
2

9+
2

11+
1

11+
1

-Incendiary Rounds Reroll Damage rolls of a 1 or a 2 for this weapon.
-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule.
-Free Command: Defence weapon Once per turn, this Unit can carry out an Engage Overwatch but only with this weapon and
can only target Flyers within 16” or any other Units within 8”.

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

9+
D4+3

10+
D4+3

11+
D4+3

11+
D4+3

-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Guided Missile Reroll failed Accuracy rolls if this Squad has not yet moved this turn.
-Erratic Warhead After rolling Accuracy tests, roll a D4 and add 3 for this Squad’s Rocket Launcher Damage value this
Command.
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Verse dominion
Reaver Rocket buggy
Reavers are extremely flexible vehicles, capable of
traversing virtually any terrain type and getting to its
destination in one piece. It was no wonder then that the
Verse Dominion recognised the opportunity to place a
rocket pod on the back and use it to launch barrages
from an unexpected quarter.
The rockets themselves are typically armed with
thermobaric incendiary warheads, which, like many Verse
Dominion weapons, are assembled from the copious
quantities of mining explosives left over from the
Frontier Guild. These terrifying weapons generate an
extremely high temperature explosion, resulting in a
sustained blast wave capable of easily destroying
fortifications and structures, or simply incinerating
foliage. The effects upon the those caught in the blast are
expectedly grisly, to say the least, and often force nearby
enemies to run away from cover rather than towards it.

Squad composition - 30 Req per Squad
• 1 Reaver Rocket Buggy Unit with a Reaver Rocket Pod.
• OPTIONAL May add an additional Reaver Rocket Buggy unit @ 30 Req per Unit.

-Armoured
-Boosters
-Recon
-Agile
-All-Terrain Vehicle
-Skimmer Plate

Weapons

DEVIATION
N/A
D12
D12
D12
DAMAGE
0
0
0
SPECIAL RULES
-Barrage (1”) See the Engage Command under the Commands section in the main From Ashes rules.
-Unique Command - Salvo Fire For the next Engage Command this turn, double the number of Attacks but
cannot be used for rest of the turn. Place a Engage Command dice instead of Unique.
-Thermobaric Warheads Ignores Terrain Protection Bonus and rerolls failed Damage against Infantry in
Terrain. In addition, Attacks from this weapon always cause Damage on a roll of a 12 regardless of the
target’s Protection value.
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Verse dominion
rhino assault tank
The Rhino is the primary armoured vehicle used by the
Verse Dominion. Its chassis is based on a commonly
produced industrial rig ubiquitous to their worlds, and
considered by many to be the primary focus of the LSN
military upgrade program years before.
The Rhino's design features a powerful forward-facing
main gun capable of utilising the vast quantities of plastic
explosive normally employed for mining, but now converted
for use within tank rounds. When these hit, the warhead
‘splats’ outwards before detonating, relying upon
powerful shockwaves to disable the target. For extra
firepower there is a roof mounted rocket launcher slaved
to the gunner’s controls, ideal for dealing with more
resilient targets such as enemy tanks or dug-in infantry.
The rocket’s warhead possesses a specially designed smoke/chaff mixture, enabling it to confuse enemy optical
systems when it hits. These tend to be reloaded by a crude autoloader within the hull. Lastly, a pintle mounted
heavy machine gun assists in dealing with anti-personnel tasks, especially at close range where it can cover all
angles from infantry assaults, or even threaten lighter vehicles caught within its sights.
The vehicle’s unusual propulsion system is based on quad tracks - a throwback to its mining days where it would
need to cross the rocky terrain often found on Verse Dominion worlds. The armour, even before the LSN
upgrades, is reasonably thick, what with it having to survive the native harsh environments, and is further
enhanced with the addition of the Stormsand infused ‘Skimmer Plate’ which allows the Rhino to deflect most
incoming projectiles and impacts. Most curiously of all, and is what gives the vehicle it’s unique look, are the
forward facing shock bars capable of generating powerful electrical discharges when close to an object.
Rhino crews have discovered, and some would say relished, the grizzly results when the object ends up being an
enemy trooper who finds themselves unfortunate enough to be in the Rhino’s path...
Overall, the Rhino's quick manufacture, ease of maintenance and powerful capabilities make it the ideal unit to
spearhead Verse Dominion armoured assaults, or instead provide direct firepower to the swarming hordes of
the Vanguard Infantry Cohorts as they close in on the enemy.

Squad composition - 85 Req per Squad

• 1 Rhino Unit with a 140mm Main Cannon, a Pintle HMG, and a Heavy Rocket.

-Armoured
-Grenades (Incendiary)
-Brute
-Boosters
-Heavy Skimmer Plate
-Track Pods
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Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

7+
3

9+
2

11+
2

11+
2

-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule.
-Free Command: Defence weapon Once per turn, this Unit can carry out an Engage Overwatch but only with
this weapon and can only target Flyers within 16” or any other Units within 8”.

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

7+
7

9+
6

11+
6

11+
6

-Massive Blast Do not generate Blast Markers in the usual way. Instead, each successful hit becomes three
hits and three Blast Markers.
-HESH Ignores Target terrain protection bonuses and reroll failed Damage rolls against targets in
buildings and ruins.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

9+
D4+4

10+
D4+4

11+
D4+4

11+
D4+4

-Smoke Blast For each successful hit, place a Smoke Marker in addition to any Blast Markers generated.
-Erratic Warhead After rolling Accuracy rolls, roll a D4 and add 4. This is the Damage value for this
weapon this Command.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Slow Reload One use per Turn.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
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Verse Dominion Change Log 0.0.7
- The Blast weapon Special Rule (and its variants) has been reworded to mean that
they no longer contribute to generating Blast Markers with other weapons.
- Spire, Sothis and Carnis Doctrines have changed.
- Shock Field has been replaced with Brute, which itself has been reworded.
Ringleader Command Unit, Vanguard Infantry Cohort, Goraths
- Vhokys Augmentation now reroll Storm Damage rolls of a 1 or 2, rather than just 1.
Ringleader Command Unit
- Zealot can now be used to reroll passed or failed Discipline tests.
- The Pyromaniac Ability has been reworded.
- The Shotgun’s Scatter Shot special rule has changed.
Vanguard Infantry Cohort
- Rocket Troops now cost 9 Req per Unit.
- RPGs Attacks value is now HP-1.
- Rapid Fire Special Rule has been reworded.
Reaver Attack Buggy
-Pintle has changed to AA Weapon and Free Command: Defence Weapon
- Pintle Gatling Gun stats have changed.
- Reavers now have Skimmer Plate.
Rhino Assault Tank
-Pintle has changed to AA Weapon and Free Command: Defence Weapon
- Stabiliser is no longer an Ability but now a weapon Special Rule.
- Skimmer Plate has been upgraded to Heavy Skimmer Plate.
- Pintle LMG has been upgraded to a Pintle HMG
- Smoke Dischargers have been replaced with Grenades (Incendiary).
- HESH rounds reroll damage against targets in ruins as well as buildings.

New Units
- Reaver Archon
- Reaver Rocket Buggy
- Rhino Dominus
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